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Abstract—Ultrasound is used for evaluating the veins of the lower extremities. Operator and angle dependency limit spectral Doppler ultrasound (SDUS). The aim of the study was to compare peak velocity measurements in a flow phantom and the femoropopliteal vein of 20 volunteers with the angle-independent vector velocity technique vector flow imaging (VFI) and SDUS. In the flow phantom, VFI underestimated velocity ($p < 0.01$), with a lower accuracy of 5.5% ($p < 0.01$) and with no difference in precision, that is, error factor, compared with SDUS (VFI: $1.02 \pm SDUS: 1.02$, $p = 0.58$). In vivo, VFI estimated lower velocities (femoral: $p = 0.001$; popliteal: $p = 0.001$) with no difference in precision compared with SDUS (femoral: VFI $1.09 \pm SDUS 1.14$, $p = 0.37$; popliteal: VFI $1.13 \pm SDUS 1.06$, $p = 0.09$). In conclusion, the precise VFI technique can be used to characterize venous hemodynamics of the lower extremities despite its underestimation of velocities. (E-mail: thorbechsgaard@gmail.com) © 2017 World Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine & Biology.
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INTRODUCTION

A quarter of the world’s population suffers from venous disease (Michaels et al. 2006), and ultrasound (US) is the backbone in diagnosing acute as well as chronic venous disorders of the lower extremities (Needleman 2014; Wittens et al. 2015). Doppler US—that is, color Doppler US and spectral Doppler US (SDUS)—is used to characterize hemodynamic changes in patients before further imaging and treatment. With color Doppler US, blood flow is evaluated qualitatively, whereas SDUS is used for pulse wave analyses and peak blood flow velocity measurements (Wood et al. 2010). US does not expose patients to radiation, and it is inexpensive and non-invasive unlike other medical imaging techniques, for example, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, intravenous phlebography and intravascular US (Arnoldussen et al. 2013). However, color Doppler US and SDUS are limited by angle dependency and high observer variability, which affect velocity estimates and complicate evaluation of vein segments running parallel to the surface of the skin, for example, the femoral vein (Labropoulos et al. 2007; Lui et al. 2005; Ricci et al. 2015; Tortoli et al. 2015). Despite the limitations, color Doppler US and SDUS are used in combination with a clinical examination to decide the need for further imaging investigations and potential treatment (Metzger et al. 2016; Wittens et al. 2015).

The angle dependency of conventional velocity estimation with SDUS has been addressed previously, and efforts have been made to create an angle-independent vector velocity US system capable of...
improved precision (Bechsgaard et al. 2016). SDUS, VFI measured a lower peak velocity, but with the popliteal vein, which reported that compared with only one preliminary study with VFI on venous flow in 2014, 2015a; Pedersen et al. 2012). However, there is on the subject (Brandt et al. 2016; Hansen et al. 2013, 2014, 2015a; Pedersen et al. 2012). However, there is only one preliminary study with VFI on venous flow in the popliteal vein, which reported that compared with SDUS, VFI measured a lower peak velocity, but with improved precision (Bechsgaard et al. 2016).

The objective of this study was to compare the precision of peak velocity magnitude estimation in the femoropopliteal vein in a young, healthy study population obtained with VFI and SDUS. Furthermore, in a flow phantom, the accuracy and precision of VFI estimations at flow angles between 60° and 90° were compared with those of corresponding SDUS estimations.

**METHODS**

**Vector flow imaging**

The transverse oscillation VFI method was introduced in 1998 and is an angle-independent method for estimation of blood flow (Jensen and Munk 1998). The velocity components of the blood are estimated in the axial as well as the transverse direction. The axial velocity component is found as in conventional velocity estimation, whereas the transverse velocity component is found by changing the apodization of the receiving elements and using a special estimator (Jensen 2001). VFI visualizes blood flow in a color box as in color Doppler US, with arrows superimposed on the vector map to indicate flow direction and magnitude (Fig. 1).

**US equipment and data processing**

Spectral Doppler US and VFI measurements were obtained on a commercial US scanner (BK3000, BK Ultrasound, Herlev, Denmark) with a linear transducer (10L2W Wide Linear, BK Ultrasound) for both the phantom and the in vivo study. VFI peak velocities were recorded with AVI files consisting of 110 vector velocity maps corresponding to 5 s of data acquisition. The corresponding SDUS peak velocities were recorded with screenshots that visualized spectrograms of 5-s duration and evaluated offline using a professional quality vector graphics editor (Inkscape, C/O Software Freedom Conservancy, Brooklyn, NY, USA).

The AVI files for VFI estimations and screenshots for SDUS estimations captured approximately 5 s of constant flow for the phantom measurements and a single venous pulse wave for the in vivo measurements. The VFI estimates were displayed in real time on the scanner, but the quantification of the peak velocities required offline processing with an in-house developed script for MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), as previously described (Hansen et al. 2014; Pedersen et al. 2012). In the images, that is, AVI files extracted from the US scanner, each pixel was color encoded according to the axial and transverse vector velocity magnitudes. These images were used as input to the estimator. A region of interest of 1 × 1 cm was manually chosen from within the vessel boundaries, and the peak velocity magnitude was found from a 2-D vector field within this region.

**Phantom setup**

A flow phantom (Cole-Parmer centrifugal pump, Vernon Hills, IL, USA) recirculated a blood-mimicking fluid (BMF-US, Shelley Medical Imaging Technologies, Toronto, ON, Canada) with a controlled velocity of 60.3 cm/s (MAG1100, Danfoss, Nordborg, Denmark). The transducer was fixated at 5 cm from a 12-mm-diameter vessel and examined with VFI at beam-to-flow angles of 90°, 80°, 70° and 60°. With SDUS, the transducer was in the same position as the corresponding VFI measurements, but electronic angle correction of 30° changed the beam-to-flow angles to 60°, 50°, 40° and 30°. With both techniques, 10 repeated measurements were recorded at each of the four different angle positions. VFI pulse repetition frequency was set at 7 kHz, and SDUS pulse repetition frequency at 4 kHz. The smoothing filter, persistence, wall filter and c-gain were set identically with the two techniques. The size and location of the color box and the depth of the B-mode image were kept constant through all measurements. The SDUS and VFI recordings were blinded during the data acquisition.

**Volunteers**

Twenty healthy volunteers (Table 1), 10 men and 10 women, participated and were evaluated with SDUS and VFI (Fig. 1). The study was approved by the Danish National Committee on Biomedical Research Ethics and the local ethics committee (H-1-2014-FSP-072), as well as by the Danish Data Protection Agency (2012-58-0004). All volunteers were included in the study after submitting informed consent.

**Controlled scan setup**

The set-up previously described by Bechsgaard et al. (2016) was used. A cuff compression–decompression system was applied to the lower leg of a standing volunteer according to a setup described by van Bemmelen et al. (1989) and replicated by others to ensure a standardized pulse wave in the veins (Konoeda et al. 2014) (Fig. 2). For each volunteer, the right popliteal vein and the right femoral vein in the midthigh region were scanned longitudinally. To avoid manual compression, the transducer was not tilted during examination, as
manual compression may influence flow velocity estimates (Metzger et al. 2016; Spinedi et al. 2016). Electronic angle correction for SDUS was performed by the examiner to achieve a beam-to-flow angle $\leq 70^\circ$ and preferably $\leq 60^\circ$ with respect to the course of the vein (Park et al. 2012; Pozniak and Allan 2013; Rumack et al. 2011). Angle correction was made automatically by the estimator for VFI. The popliteal vein was easily accessible because of its superficial and oblique course in contrast to the femoral vein, which was located deeper and with a perpendicular course relative to the surface of the skin.

For SDUS estimation, the range gate was placed centrally in the vessel and covered a third of the diameter, while the entire lumen of the vessel was covered by the color box during VFI estimation. Optimal gain, pulse repetition frequency, wall filter and smoothing filter were set with both techniques. Special care was taken to avoid aliasing for both techniques by adjusting the pulse repetition frequency. All scans with VFI and SDUS were performed by a medical doctor (T.B.).

Table 1. Characteristics of study population (volunteers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. (sex) of volunteers</th>
<th>20 (10 female, 10 male)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>27.1 (20–39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>26.0 (20–39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>28.1 (22–33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean body mass index</td>
<td>22.1 (17–30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>21.0 (17–25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>23.3 (21–30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as mean (range).
Cuff compression of the leg

The cuff compression–decompression system (Rapid Cuff Inflation System, Hokanson, Bellevue, WA, USA) consisted of an air source (AG101), a rapid cuff inflator (E20) including output tubing, a 3-s timer and a foot switch. A 13 × 85-cm cuff (SC12-D) was applied to the lower leg and connected to the output tubing. A 3-s timer was customized to enable activation of the system by a foot switch (Fig. 2). This modification was necessary for a single person to operate the equipment.

The examination

The volunteer was standing on the leg opposite that being examined for 1 min before the recording to compensate for the venous refill time in the examined leg in accordance with studies done with plethysmography (Eberhardt and Raffetto 2014). Each volunteer underwent three measurements of flow pulses in the popliteal and femoral vein with each technique. Between measurements, the settings of the US scanner were optimized and the transducer was lifted from the skin of the volunteer.

Statistics

In the phantom setup, the mean peak velocity of three replicated measurements was compared between VFI and SDUS at different angles using Welch’s t-test. Similarly, standard deviations were compared using F-tests, and velocity errors (mean absolute deviations), using Wilcoxon’s rank sum test. To investigate whether accuracy decreased with increasing beam-to-flow angle for VFI and SDUS, the Jonckheera–Terpstra test for trend was applied to the velocity errors. Additionally, coefficients of variation (standard deviation as percentage of mean) and relative errors (mean absolute deviation as percentage of true velocity) were calculated for each method at each of the four angle positions: 90°/60°, 80°/50°, 70°/40° and 60°/30°. Standard deviations were compared between different angles using Bartlett’s test.

In the in vivo setup, mean individual peak velocities by method, that is, VFI and SDUS, and position, that is, popliteal and femoral vein, were calculated by averaging the three replicate measurements. Standard deviations and error factors for the replicated measurements were likewise calculated. The error factor was supplied as a measure of relative precision, because there was increased variability at increased velocities. The interval from median/error factor to median × error factor delimits the central range in the log-normal distribution and parallels the interval mean ± SD in the normal distribution. For instance, an error factor of 1.10 describes a central range of approximately median ± 10%. Averages were summarized with means and standard deviations and compared between the methods and positions with the paired t-test. Standard deviations and error factors were summarized with median and interquartile range and compared with Wilcoxon’s signed rank test. Average coefficients of variation were calculated for the femoral and popliteal vein with VFI and SDUS.

A linear mixed model was used to quantify the bias between SDUS and VFI under varying conditions given by position, that is, popliteal and femoral veins, and beam-to-flow angle. Correlation between repeated measurements was accounted for by including random effects in the model. It was expected that the correlation between the repeated measurements on the same subject would be stronger when made under more similar conditions. Therefore, random effects were included, corresponding to a multilevel model with four levels: (i) variation between patients; (ii) variation between positions within subject; (iii) variations between methods within position and subject; and (iv) residual
Vector and Doppler US velocity in phantom and thigh veins. T. Bechsgaard et al.

RESULTS

In the phantom, no difference in precision was found between the two techniques overall (error factor VFI: 1.02 vs. error factor SDUS: 1.02, p = 0.58). The two techniques measured different mean peak velocities at all four angle positions (p < 0.001), and standard deviations did not differ significantly. Table 2 lists the mean velocities, standard deviations, coefficients of variation, velocity errors, relative errors, error factors, biases and relative biases at beam-to-flow angles of 60–90° for VFI and at electronically angle corrected beam-to-flow angles of 30–60° for SDUS. VFI underestimated peak velocity at all but one angle position, and the mean absolute deviation across beam-to-flow angles, that is, a measure of accuracy, indicated that VFI was less accurate overall compared with SDUS (p < 0.0001 at all four angle positions). The average SDUS accuracy was 1.7% versus 5.5% for VFI, whereas the coefficient of variation, a measure of precision, did not differ significantly between VFI and SDUS at any of the angle positions.

A significantly decreasing trend in accuracy with increasing beam-to-flow angle was found for both techniques (VFI: p < 0.001 and SDUS: p < 0.001). The coefficient of variation tended to decrease with increasing beam-to-flow angle for SDUS, whereas no systematic trend in precision was found for VFI except from the largest coefficient of variation appearing at the beam-to-flow angle of 90°.

In vivo, the two techniques estimated different peak velocities in the popliteal vein (p < 0.0001) and the femoral vein (p < 0.0001) (Figs. 3 and 4; Table 3). SDUS measured a higher mean peak velocity in both positions, and the bias between the methods appeared more pronounced in the femoral vein, where measurements were made at higher beam-to-flow angles (Fig. 3; Table 3). The VFI mean peak velocity declined from the popliteal to the femoral vein (p < 0.01); this change was not observed with SDUS (p = 0.43) (Table 3). When absolute numbers were compared, VFI estimated peak velocity with a significantly lower standard deviation compared with SDUS in the femoral vein (p < 0.01), whereas there was no significant difference in the popliteal vein (p = 0.87), as outlined in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 4. However, the relative precision as measured by the error factor did not differ systematically between the two methods in the popliteal vein (p = 0.09) or in the femoral vein (p = 0.37) (Table 3). With SDUS, the beam-to-flow angles were between 22° and 55° with a mean of 43.6° in the popliteal vein and between 47° and 74° with a mean of 57.6° in the femoral vein. With VFI, the beam-to-flow angles were between 52° and 85° with a mean of 73.6° in the popliteal vein and between 77° and 104° with a mean of 87.6° in the femoral vein.

Average coefficients of variation for peak velocity for SDUS were 6.5% in the popliteal vein and 10.5% in the femoral vein. For VFI, the average coefficients of variation were 9.4% in the popliteal vein and 7.4% in the femoral vein.

Table 2. Phantom validation of vector flow imaging at different angles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam-to-flow angle</th>
<th>Mean ± SD over 10 repeated measurements (coefficient of variation) [error factor]</th>
<th>Velocity error over 10 repeated measurements (relative error)</th>
<th>Bias [relative bias]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Doppler US with electronic angle correction of 30°</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°</td>
<td>60.5 ± 2.2 cm/s (3.6%) [1.01]</td>
<td>1.7 cm/s (2.8%)</td>
<td>0.2 [0.3%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50°</td>
<td>57.1 ± 1.3 cm/s (2.2%) [1.02]</td>
<td>3.2 cm/s (5.3%)</td>
<td>−3.2 [−5.3%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40°</td>
<td>58.9 ± 1.0 cm/s (1.7%) [1.02]</td>
<td>1.4 cm/s (2.3%)</td>
<td>−1.4 [−2.3%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°</td>
<td>60.7 ± 0.5 cm/s (0.6%) [1.04]</td>
<td>0.5 cm/s (0.8%)</td>
<td>0.4 [0.7%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector flow imaging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°</td>
<td>55.3 ± 1.8 cm/s (3.2%) [1.01]</td>
<td>5.0 cm/s (8.3%)</td>
<td>−5.0 [−8.3%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80°</td>
<td>54.6 ± 0.8 cm/s (1.4%) [1.01]</td>
<td>5.7 cm/s (9.5%)</td>
<td>−5.7 [−9.5%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70°</td>
<td>60.4 ± 0.5 cm/s (0.9%) [1.01]</td>
<td>0.3 cm/s (0.5%)</td>
<td>0.1 [0.2%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°</td>
<td>58.2 ± 0.8 cm/s (1.3%) [1.04]</td>
<td>2.1 cm/s (3.5%)</td>
<td>−2.1 [−3.5%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD = standard deviation; US = ultrasound.

Constant flow in phantom with velocity of 60.3 cm/s.
Biases and repeatability calculated with mixed model results

The mixed model estimated that the bias between SDUS and VFI was +47% in the popliteal vein and +55% in the femoral vein at a fixed angle of 50° (Table 4). The effect of angle on bias was found to differ between positions ($p = 0.01$). In the femoral vein, the relative bias between the methods was estimated to increase by 3.1% per degree increase in angle (95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.5%–4.6%, $p < 0.01$), whereas at the popliteal vein, there was no significant effect of angle on the bias (estimate: $-0.2$% per degree, 95% CI: $-1.7$% to 1.3%, $p = 0.78$).

The relative precision of the replicate measurements did not vary between positions with SDUS ($p = 0.08$), between positions with VFI ($p = 0.66$), between techniques at the popliteal vein ($p = 0.40$) nor between techniques at the femoral vein ($p = 0.53$) (Table 4). The relative precision of the measurements did not vary significantly between the positions or techniques (Table 3). The star plot indicates the maximum number of pairs between the repeated measurements of the two techniques in each position of each volunteer (Fig. 4). Each star represents the replicate measurements on one subject. The center of the star corresponds to the average measurements, and the spikes, to pairs of replicates. In the femoral vein, the stars have a greater width on the x-axis compared with the y-axis, which indicates the higher standard deviation of SDUS measurements compared with VFI measurements in these patients. In some cases, not all three repeated measurements were performed at the exact same beam-to-flow angle. In these situations, the stars consist of fewer spikes, because of the fewer pairs of measurements contributing to the star. The star of such a patient consisted of nine spikes if all measurements were done at the same beam-to-flow angle, whereas it consisted only of four spikes if two measurements were done at the same beam-to-flow angle for each technique.

DISCUSSION

Overall, VFI and SDUS performed similarly in the phantom model. Although SDUS had higher accuracy (an average accuracy of 1.7% compared with 5.5%), the two techniques had similar precision (Table 2). The precision for VFI estimations at the four different beam-to-flow angle positions used in this study did not deviate from the precision of 1.4% recently reported in another phantom study, except at the 90° position, where the precision appeared lower (Hansen et al. 2017a) (Table 2). It should be noted that the angle was known exactly in the flow phantom experiment, and it was set accordingly in the scanner for SDUS, whereas it was estimated for VFI. An angle error of only $\pm 2°$ at a 60° true angle can result in a $\pm 6$% error in the velocity estimate for SDUS, which was not included in the phantom study. For increasing angles, the error is progressively worse (Evans et al. 1989). The in vivo peak velocities with SDUS differed in the two locations, femoral and popliteal veins, as velocities...
estimated with VFI were significantly lower than the corresponding SDUS estimates (Table 3). The difference between VFI and SDUS peak velocities was most pronounced in the femoral vein, which can only partly be explained by the higher velocity error for VFI at 90°, as shown in the flow phantom study (Table 2). For SDUS, the averaged peak velocities were nearly twice those of VFI in the femoral vein (191.7–97.3 cm/s), but with a significantly higher standard deviation (43.9–16.3 cm/s, p < 0.0001). The angles were also higher, ranging up to 74° for SDUS and close to 90° for VFI. For such high angles, an inaccuracy in angle of 5° can lead to biases of ±25% for SDUS (Evans et al. 1989), and this in combination with the relative error of −8.3% for VFI is a possible reason for the differences in averaged peak velocities.

In a recent study by Hansen et al. (2017a), the precision of replicated velocity measurements was examined in a phantom with a beam-to-flow angle of 90° for constant and pulsatile flow, as well as in vivo in the ascending aorta. Here the inaccuracy in precision of flow rate measurements increased from constant to pulsatile flow in the phantom and increased even more when pulsating flow in patients was examined. Differences in precision of velocity estimation for VFI in flow phantoms and in vivo were also found in this study. The discrepancy in this study was caused by a greater number of variables affecting the outcome in vivo, for example, the performance of the cuff compression–decompression system, the cooperation capacity of the patients examined, the movement of tissue, variations in flow angles and variation in position of the transducer between repeated measurements. The phantom results from our study and the study by Hansen et al. (2017a) covered constant and pulsatile flow, at different flow angles and velocities. The phantom results validate the in vivo results in this study.

Various advantages of VFI have been reported including precise peak velocity measurements, volume flow measurements and quantification of complex blood flow (Hansen et al. 2014, 2015a, 2016;
However, it has been found that VFI underestimates peak velocities and volume flow compared with other techniques (Bechsgaard et al. 2016, Brandt et al. 2016, Hansen et al. 2014, 2015a). In this study, it was found that VFI underestimated peak velocity compared with venous peak velocity measurements obtained with SDUS. This is in accordance with previously published work indicating that peak systolic velocity was lower in the carotid artery (Pedersen et al. 2012) and the portal vein compared with SDUS (Brandt et al. 2015) as well as in the ascending aorta compared with SDUS using transesophageal echocardiography (Hansen et al. 2013). It is, however, also known that SDUS overestimates peak velocities because of intrinsic spectral broadening (Tortoli et al. 2015). Volume flow has been evaluated with VFI in two studies on dialysis fistulas, and in both studies, flow was underestimated compared with the values obtained with the US dilution technique (Brandt et al. 2016; Hansen et al. 2014).

Additionally, VFI performance was not superior to that of SDUS in the phantom or in the popliteal vein, where the beam-to-flow angles were optimal for SDUS. However, advantages of the VFI technique may become obvious in examination of deeply located vessels running perpendicular to the surface of the skin, for example, the femoral vein, as the US examination is performed with a steep beam-to-flow angle. The angle dependency of SDUS influenced the precision of in vivo velocity estimates, as the operator was bound to use a constant and arbitrary beam-to-flow angle for the blood flow, which has alternating and diverging velocity components.

In the flow phantom, operator and angle dependency is reduced as the flow is laminar and uniform, and the scan setup is standardized with a fixated probe. In this study, the precision of SDUS declined in the femoral vein compared with the popliteal vein, despite an average electronically corrected beam-to-flow angle of 57.6° in the femoral vein.

The higher precision of VFI in vivo compared with conventional methods was previously been reported by

### Table 3. Summary statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak velocities, standard deviations and error factors</th>
<th>SDUS (cm/s)</th>
<th>VFI (cm/s)</th>
<th>p Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Popliteal vein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of replicate PVs, mean (SD)</td>
<td>181.3 (39.2)</td>
<td>123.1 (30.4)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of replicate PVs, median (IQR)</td>
<td>11.7 (8.0; 20.0)</td>
<td>11.6 (5.2; 22.7)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF of replicate PVs, median (IQR)</td>
<td>1.06 (1.04; 1.14)</td>
<td>1.13 (1.05; 1.20)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femoral vein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of replicate PVs, mean (SD)</td>
<td>191.7 (43.9) cm/s</td>
<td>97.3 (16.3) cm/s</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of replicate PVs, median (IQR)</td>
<td>20.2 (11.2; 40.0) cm/s</td>
<td>7.2 (6.2; 12.6) cm/s</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF of replicate PVs, median (IQR)</td>
<td>1.14 (1.05; 1.20) cm/s</td>
<td>1.09 (1.07; 1.13) cm/s</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p Values for comparison between popliteal and femoral veins</th>
<th>SDUS</th>
<th>VFI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average of replicate PVs</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD of replicate PVs</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF of replicate PV</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SDUS = spectral Doppler ultrasound; VFI = vector flow imaging; PV = peak velocity; SD = standard deviation; IQR = interquartile range; EF = error factor.  
* Paired t-test or Wilcoxon’s signed rank test.

### Table 4. Biases and limits of agreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle (range)</th>
<th>Popliteal vein (22°–55°)</th>
<th>Femoral vein (47°–74°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40°</td>
<td>50% (95% CI: 34%–67%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50°</td>
<td>46% (95% CI: 27%–68%)</td>
<td>55% (95% CI: 32%–81%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>109% (95% CI: 87%–133%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limits of agreement between two replicate measurements* and comparison of variance between techniques and positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Popliteal vein</th>
<th>Femoral vein</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDUS</td>
<td>(~31%; 45%)</td>
<td>(~39%; 64%)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFI</td>
<td>(~34%; 52%)</td>
<td>(~36%; 57%)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p Value</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SDUS = spectral Doppler ultrasound; VFI = vector flow imaging; CI = confidence interval; NA = not available.  
* How much above or below the previous measurement a replicate can be expected to be found.
Hansen et al. (2014) and Brandt et al. (2016). VFI can automatically detect the flow angle, as well as quantify the angle diversity of the blood flow, which may eliminate angle dependency and reduce operator dependency in vivo. The equal error factor of VFI compared with SDUS in the volunteers found in this study suggests that VFI can be applied to assess peak velocities in the veins of the lower extremities, which is in accordance with previously published work concerning peak velocity measurements in both arteries and veins (Bechsgaard et al. 2016; Hansen et al. 2015a; Pedersen et al. 2012). Precise velocity estimates will make VFI a reliable tool in the clinic, if the bias in accuracy is systematic. In this study, no systematic bias for VFI was found for a fixed flow velocity with changing beam-to-flow angle in a flow phantom. However, Hansen et al. (2017a), in a previous VFI study on a flow phantom, reported a strong systematic bias for increasing flow velocities at 90° for both constant and pulsatile flow, indicating that the systematic bias for VFI should be found for changing velocities at fixed beam-to-flow angles. In this study, the accuracy of VFI was found to be on the same order as the error introduced by a 2° error in angle for SDUS at a 60° beam-to-flow angle.

Vector flow imaging could play an important role in patients with venous symptoms of the lower extremities by quantifying hemodynamic changes. Symptoms are not pathognomonic for venous disorders and cannot be used to discriminate between the different disease entities. Clinicians rely on ultrasound and clinical judgment to make decisions on advanced medical imaging like CT venography, MR venography, digital subtraction angiography and intravascular ultrasound (Arnoldussen et al. 2013; Eklof et al. 2009; Metzger et al. 2016). VFI can potentially quantify hemodynamic changes in venous diseases to clarify the need for additional medical imaging and treatment.

In addition to venous disorders, VFI could also play a role in examination of the carotid and femoral arteries, in cardiology and in abdominal ultrasound, all areas recently examined with VFI (Brandt et al. 2015; Hansen et al. 2015b, 2016, 2017b; Pedersen et al. 2012). The vessels in the thorax and abdomen are deeply located and examined with phased and convex arrays respectively, which means that electronic beam-to-flow angle correction may be limited, and valid velocity estimates may be difficult to attain with SDUS. Recently published reviews have underlined the diverging recommendations of abdominal vessel stenosis assessment with peak velocity estimation (AbuRahma and Yacoub 2013; AbuRahma et al. 2012). These discrepancies may reflect different scan protocols, and operator dependency related to parameter settings used for conventional SDUS, for example, the manual angle correction (Park et al. 2012).

The lack of consistency may be solved by the less operator dependent and precise VFI method.

Furthermore, VFI-derived measures such as velocity ratios and vector concentration could also be used to characterize venous flow patterns, and both measures are unaffected by underestimation of the actual velocity (Hansen et al. 2015b, 2016, 2017b). The vector concentration has been used to characterize aortic valve stenosis, indicating a strong association with peak systolic velocity (Hansen et al. 2016, 2017b). The velocity ratio obtained with VFI for assessment of stenosis has been tested in the superficial femoral artery, and correlated well with digital subtraction angiography (Hansen et al. 2015b).

With VFI, additional regions and vessels may be accessible in the human body, providing angle-independent velocity estimation and new hemodynamic findings with clinical relevance.

The first article describing venous blood flow imaging using vector velocity estimation achieved with plane wave emission revealed highly complex flow patterns around the cusps of the valve in the jugular vein (Hansen et al. 2009). Flow complexity, that is, vector concentration, should in future studies be applied to venous flow, for example, around venous valves, to relate venous blood flow complexity and venous disease (Hansen et al. 2016). Future research will determine if the quantitative characterization of complex alterations in the flow, as well as angle-independent peak velocity estimations, achievable with VFI, can be of value in evaluation of patients with venous disease of the lower extremities. Furthermore, a study should be designed in which the exact data—that is, with simultaneous acquisition—are used for both VFI and SDUS to test the true performance of the two estimators in comparison.

The present study was limited by the study population of normal-weight volunteers. The linear transducer used has a limited scan depth, which might be insufficient for patients with high body mass index. However, in overweight patients it should be possible to perform the examination with a curved array transducer, with which VFI recently has been implemented (Jensen et al. 2015).

Furthermore, VFI is currently limited because velocity quantification is not applicable in the real-time velocity estimator on the scanner. The implementation of real-time velocity quantification would allow multicenter studies to be performed, thereby emphasizing the relevance of the technique in clinical practice. SDUS estimates velocities from a larger number of observations (usually 128 emissions), whereas the current VFI implementation uses only 16 emissions. Using 128 emissions for VFI can increase precision, as reported by Jensen (2016) to further benefit quantification.
CONCLUSIONS

The study revealed that VFI estimates of peak velocity in the femoropopliteal veins of volunteers were lower compared with those measured with SDUS, and that the difference in peak velocity was accentuated in the femoral vein, that is, at higher beam-to-flow angles. Furthermore, the in vivo results indicated that VFI offers velocity estimates with no difference in precision compared with SDUS. Phantom measurements supported the in vivo results, but indicated that flow examination at 90° also is a challenge for VFI. In conclusion, compared with SDUS, VFI can provide precise but underestimated peak velocity measurements of the antegrade flow in the veins of the lower extremities in standing, healthy, normal-weight volunteers. Hemodynamic characterization is crucial in venous disorders. The research based on VFI vein examinations of the lower extremities may be a key to an effective diagnostic strategy in the future.
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